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  Description

  The Circular Patio kit range of patio slabs comes in a variety of sizes and different shades which, while adding a striking contrast to each other brings out a uniform colour to the overall effect of your Garden Paving project. Create a garden that stands out with elegant focal points, whether you desire a classic or contemporary look. Our Paving Circle and Squaring-Off Kits are perfect for crafting stunning features such as patios, courtyards, and mesmerizing pathways. The interplay of colours, textures, and shapes allows for garden designs that reflect your unique style. Yes, limestone is a suitable choice for outdoor paving. It is a durable and resilient natural stone that can withstand various weather conditions. Limestone has been used for centuries in outdoor applications such as paving, walkways and patios. Its strength and natural beauty make it an appealing option for many homeowners and landscape designers. However, it's important to note that proper installation and maintenance are crucial for ensuring the longevity and performance of any outdoor paving material, including limestone. Which is cheaper sandstone or limestone? The stone slabs that make up our circles are available in many different size diametres. Ranging from 1.8-metres to 3.3-metres. We also have Indian sandstone paving circle kits of a 3.6-metre diameter available in Autumn Brown. Each is calibrated to 22mm and sawn to make laying them straightforward and simple.
Unwanted Food or Drink Products - Once supply conditions are broken, there are a number of factors outside of our control that can affect the quality of a product. Therefore perishable goods such as food and drink cannot be returned. What sets these circular patio kits apart is their time-saving and user-friendly installation. Each pre-cut component is designed for easy assembly, eliminating the need for intricate measurements and cutting, and avoiding unnecessary wastage and off-cuts. Whether you're a seasoned landscaper or a DIY enthusiast, you'll appreciate the convenience and precision our kits offer. Our concrete circular paving features come in four different colours - Cream, Buff, Gold and Grey. Concrete offer more uniform colouring and patterns than natural stone, so allows you to more easily control the look and feel of your paving. These paving circle kits are available in one size format with a matching squaring-off kit. Easily Create Garden Paving Features The Heritage Garden Circle Patio Kit is Britain’s most popular Garden paving finish. The traditional riven stone finish allows you to blend the Garden Paving Patio Slabs with almost any garden setting. People love Indian stone circle kits because of their spellbinding effect on a garden. They can be used to draw attention to a particular feature, like a tree or a garden ornament. Or to split an outside area into distinct zones with their own general purposes.Riven Harena Paving Circle kits come in three subtle colour tones and Corner infills are available to seamlessly incorporate your circular patio kit into larger patio areas. The Heritage Garden Paving Circle Patio Kit is Britain’s most popular Garden paving finish. The traditional riven stone finish allows you to blend the Garden Paving Patio Slabs with almost any garden setting For proper installation of limestone paving, it is recommended to lay it on an MOT Type 1 sub-base and a full wet mortar bed to provide optimal support. It is important to exercise caution when preparing the mortar mix, ensuring it is not too dry. Limestone is relatively brittle and should not be subjected to excessive force or tamped too hard with a rubber mallet, as this can lead to breakage. However, when laid correctly, there is no heightened risk of the stone breaking. Does limestone paving need to be sealed? Contrasting colours —Indian sandstone circles can be contrasted to surrounding stonework for a powerful effect. And with our beautiful range including Mint Fossil, Autumn Brown, Raj Green, and Kandla Grey — you’re sure to get the right look.
Eye-catching stone circle paving kits go by quite a few names but regardless of what they are called, stone paving circles are an attractive centre-piece that can help transform your out-door area into something much more fitting for your home. Stone paving circles are incredibly versatile when looking to place them in your garden. Usually they are placed in a central location that helps draw focus to that area, either with additional garden features or with some beautiful out-door furniture but there is also an increasing trend of stone circle kits placed in corners of your garden, helping to create a personal, secluded area for you to relax. Limestone paving is typically a cost-effective option, particularly when opting for handsplit, riven varieties of the stone. This particular finish features a pleasant orange-peel texture and a charmingly undulating surface. However, alternative finishes that involve additional machining, such as a sawn and sandblasted look for a contemporary aesthetic or a tumbled finish for a weathered and aged appearance, tend to be pricier. Is limestone good for outdoor paving? How you customise your Indian sandstone circle is entirely up to you. You can edge the circle with a different colour stone, for even greater vibrancy. Or use sandstone paving slabs of various sizes in combination with a mix of sandstone cobbles and setts . These paving circles kits are available in three formats of 1-ring, 2-rings, and 3-rings of segmented stones around a round-stone centre. Each paving circle has a matching squaring-off kit that allows you to easily join the circle into a surrounding patio of the same stone. Concrete Paving Circles Our business pursues innovation, to provide exceptional customer service, to encourage customers to put their faith in us and in return to recommend our services to friends and family.The natural origin of stone means that variation in colour, texture and markings is inevitable and is an inherent characteristic of all natural stone. In natural stone, iron spots can sometimes be identified after installation. This is due to oxidisation of iron materials within the matrix of the stone. This does not affect the structural integrity of the stone. For reasons of hygiene and safety, personal grooming products, cosmetics or items of intimate clothing cannot be returned.
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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